VISIT OUR AREA - One-Day Trips
with FARAG, the Bedouin Guide, phone (0020) - (0)1092779776
Wishwashi & Wadi Malha

Coloured Canyon

Rainbow Canyon

White Canyon & Ain Hudra

wishwashi and Wadi Malcha

Coloured Canyon

Rainbow Canyon

White Canyon / Ain Hudra

A trip to a small oasis in Wadi Malha with water
coming out of the mountain, palm trees, figs and
reed. On the way you will pass an imposing Granit
Rock, formed like a pool. It can be full of sweet
water after rain, so even swimming is possible
sometimes. You will also find free climbing
possibility and climbing with a fixed rope.

See the famous Coloured Canyon with beautiful
colours and natural paintings. You will hike
through a lovely rocky region in South Sinai.

Adventure trip through a very impressing
mountain area, with colourful rocks and nice
views. Healthy knees and good shoes needed. At
the end you can take the refreshing lunch under
palm trees in a small oasis with a natural well. The
Rainbow Canyon is also known as Arch Canyon.

White sand and rocks will enjoy you, while walking
through the White Canyon towards the Oasis Ain
Hudra. Ain Hudra is a small village with clear water,
many palm trees and Bedouin gardens.

30 minutes by jeep one way,

90 minutes by jeep one way,

60 minutes by jeep one way,

60 minutes by jeep, way back 90 minutes,

2 hours easy walk

90 minutes walk

2 - 3 hours walk

90 minutes walk

And our specialty: Climb the Nuweiba Mountains to see Nuweiba and the Red Sea from the top
45 minutes by jeep one way, 45 minutes walk. Alternative: Without jeep 4 - 5 hours walk from Nuweiba beach to the top and back.
Start in the morning or, if you want to see the sunrise, start at night.

Bedouin life: Find more activities with Farag around Nuweiba, South Sinai
FARAG loves the desert and knows the mountains and the life in the desert since he was a child. He speaks English and offers delicious Bedouin meals for lunch and dinner. With him, his mindfulness and humour, you will have a
day full of richness and joy. Call him at least one day before starting the trip, meet him and find the best program for you and a wonderful holiday-experience.
Start between 6 and 8 am at your place. Return after more or less 6 - 8 hours. Lunch can be offered or not - as you like. You can choose! Price depends.

